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Abstract
In Part I of this series, Bonet et al. [1] introduced a new computational
framework for the analysis of large strain isothermal fast solid dynamics,
where a mixed set of Total Lagrangian conservation laws was presented in
terms of the linear momentum and an extended set of strain measures, namely
the deformation gradient, its co-factor and its Jacobian. The main aim of this
paper is to expand this formulation to the case of nearly incompressible and
truly incompressible materials. The paper is further enhanced with three key
novelties. First, the use of polyconvex nearly incompressible strain energy
functionals enables the definition of generalised convex entropy functions and
associated entropy fluxes. Two variants of the same formulation can then be
obtained, namely, conservation-based and entropy-based, depending on the
unknowns of the system. Crucially, the study of the eigenvalue structure of
the system is carried out in order to demonstrate its hyperbolicity and, thus,
obtain the correct time step bounds for explicit time integrators. Second, the
development of a stabilised Petrov-Galerkin framework is presented for both
systems of hyperbolic equations, that is, when expressed in terms of either
conservation or entropy variables. Third, an adapted fractional step method,
built upon the work presented in Gil et al. [2], is presented to extend the
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range of applications towards the incompressibility limit. Finally, a series
of numerical examples are presented in order to assess the applicability and
robustness of the proposed formulation. The overall scheme shows excellent
behaviour in compressible, nearly incompressible and truly incompressible
scenarios, yielding equal order of convergence for velocities and stresses.
Keywords: Entropy variables, Conservation laws, Fast dynamics,
Petrov-Galerkin, Incompressibility, Fractional step
1. Introduction
Traditional displacement-based finite element formulations [3, 4], in con-
junction with Newmark-type time integrators, are typically employed when
simulating large strain complex engineering problems. However, this ap-
proach presents a number of well-known shortcomings, namely, a reduced
order of convergence for strains and stresses, inefficiency in nearly and truly
incompressible bending dominated scenarios [5–7], numerical instabilities in
the form of shear and volumetric locking, non-physical hydrostatic pressure
fluctuations [8] and high frequency noise [9] in the vicinity of sharp spatial
gradients.
For nearly and truly incompressible materials, selective reduced inte-
gration techniques, such as the B-bar [10, 11] or the mean dilatation ap-
proach [12], have been proven to be very effective for computational simula-
tions [10, 11], despite not circumventing the inf-sup Ladyzhenskaya-Babusˇka-
Brezzi (LBB) condition [13] and resulting in a reduced order of convergence
for the stresses. In addition, these techniques are primarily developed for
hexahedral elements, for which robust and cost effective three dimensional
unstructured mesh generators are not as well as established as unstructured
tetrahedral mesh generators [14].
In the context of linear tetrahedral elements, some of the numerical diffi-
culties mentioned above can be partially addressed with the use of high order
schemes [15–17], mixed velocity/pressure stabilised formulations [8, 18–20] or
nodally integrated linear tetrahedral elements [21–25]. The latter resort to
some form of projection in reducing the volumetric constraints. Notably, the
very first family of nodal pressure elements was proposed by Bonet and Bur-
ton [24] and its resulting methodology performed extremely well in nearly
incompressible impact problems. This class of methods was, however, found
to behave poorly in bending dominated problems. Numerous attempts have
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been reported at improving the robustness of the formulation [6–8], but
these enhanced methodologies still suffer from artificial mechanisms similar
to hourglassing [8, 26–28].
In a very recent work, Scovazzi and co-authors [14] proposed an ef-
fective alternative tetrahedral velocity/pressure Updated Lagrangian mixed
methodology. The authors introduced stabilising mechanisms through the
use of the Variational Multi-Scale (VMS) method, widely used in the con-
text of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) [29–36].
Over the last few years, the authors of this paper have introduced a new
mixed conservation-based methodology, where the linear momentum p and
the deformation gradient F are treated as primary variables of a system of
first order conservation laws. Both velocities, deviatoric stresses and vol-
umetric stresses display the same rate of convergence, which proves ideal
in the case of linear finite elements. This approach has been thoroughly
analysed by the authors using a wide variety of spatial second order discreti-
sation techniques, namely cell centred upwind Finite Volume Method (FVM)
[37], vertex centred Jameson-Schmidt-Turkel (JST) FVM [38], two step Tay-
lor Galerkin Finite Element Method (FEM) [39] and Petrov-Galerkin (PG)
FEM [5]. Crucially, all of these approaches render equal order of convergence
for velocities and stresses (both deviatoric and volumetric). A similar scheme
has also been developed by Kluth and Despre´s [40], opting in their case for
a first order cell centred FVM.
In subsequent papers, the two-field p-F formulation was then augmented
by incorporating a new conservation law for the Jacobian of the deformation
J [41, 42] to effectively solve nearly incompressible deformations [2, 43, 44].
Moreover, the p-F -J formulation was also extended to account for truly
incompressible materials utilising a tailor-made fractional step approach [45].
Further enhancement of this framework has recently been reported by
the authors [1] in Part I of this series, when considering compressible ma-
terials governed by a polyconvex constitutive law [46] where the co-factor
H of the deformation plays a dominant role. It is worthwhile to empha-
sise that polyconvexity [46, 47] is a well accepted mathematical requirement
that guarantees both stability and the existence of real wave speeds. The
extended set of unknowns p-F -H-J yields an elegant system of conservation
laws, where the existence of a generalised convex entropy function enables
the derivation of a symmetric system [48] of hyperbolic equations, dual of
that expressed in terms of conservation variables, namely v-ΣF -ΣF -ΣJ .
In this paper, both the conservation-based p-F -H-J system and its en-
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tropy (dual) v-ΣF -ΣF -ΣJ counterpart are revisited, with specific emphasis
on materials governed by a polyconvex nearly incompressible constitutive law
(i.e. Mooney-Rivlin and neo-Hookean). The polyconvex nature of the nearly
incompressible constitutive model, a guarantor of physical stability, leads to
a Hessian operator with non-zero off-diagonal terms, in contrast to the sim-
pler expression for the case of the compressible model reported in Part I of
this series [1]. This extra complexity leads to a more elaborate variational
formulation, one of the objectives of this Part II paper.
To maintain the consistency with the previous paper of the series, a
Petrov-Galerkin computational framework, formerly presented in [2], is em-
ployed for the spatial discretisation of both the set of conservation-based
p-F -H-J and entropy-based v-ΣF -ΣF -ΣJ variables. From the time discreti-
sation standpoint, four discretisations are implemented in conjunction with
an explicit time integrator, where the time step size is controlled through
the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy number by the volumetric wave speed. In the
incompressibility limit, this wave can reach very high values leading to a very
inefficient algorithm. In this case, the paper introduces an adapted Petrov-
Galerkin type fractional step method [2], taking inspiration from the work
of Gil et al. [2], where the time step size is limited by the shear wave speed.
A series of numerical examples will be examined to assess the robustness
and capabilities of the mixed algorithm. Although the formulation is not
restricted to a specific finite element technology, in this paper linear tetra-
hedral elements will be used and compared against other well established
techniques.
The outline of the present paper is as follows. Section 2 presents the set
of mixed conservation linear momentum/geometry equations for large strain
isothermal fast dynamics. Compressible and nearly incompressible polycon-
vex constitutive laws are then presented in Section 3. Subsequently, Section
4 introduces a new set of entropy-based velocity/stresses variables for solid
dynamics, dual of the original conservation set of linear momentum/strains
variables. This section ends with the study of the eigenstructure of the en-
tropy system, critical in order to demonstrate its hyperbolicity and, hence,
obtain the correct time step bounds for explicit time integrators. Sections 5
and 6 introduce the numerical methodology of a stabilised Petrov-Galerkin
finite element framework for conservation- and entropy-based systems, re-
spectively. For truly and nearly incompressible materials, both conservation-
and entropy-based fractional step approaches are also presented. Section 7
describes briefly the Newton-Raphson iterative technique necessary to com-
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pute the corresponding strains from given stresses (in the case of using the
entropy-based approach). In Section 8, an extensive set of numerical ex-
amples is presented to assess the performance of the proposed method and
to draw some comparisons against previous results published by the authors
[1, 2, 20]. Finally, Section 9 summarises some concluding remarks and current
directions of research.
2. Total Lagrangian conservation laws
Let us consider the motion of a continuum which in its material (or initial)
configuration is defined by a domain V ⊂ R3 of boundary ∂V with unit
outward normal vector N . After the motion, the continuum occupies a
spatial (or current) configuration defined by a domain v ⊂ R3 of boundary ∂v
with outward unit normal n. The motion is described by a t time-dependent
mapping field φ which links a material particle from material configuration
X ∈ V to spatial configuration x ∈ v according to x = φ(X, t). The motion
can be described by a system of first order conservation laws expressed in a
Total Lagrangian setting as follows [1]:
∂p
∂t
−DIVP = f 0;
∂F
∂t
−DIV
(
1
ρ0
p⊗ I
)
= 0;
∂H
∂t
− CURL
(
1
ρ0
p F
)
= 0;
∂J
∂t
−DIV
(
1
ρ0
HTp
)
= 0,
(1)
where p represents the linear momentum per unit of undeformed volume, ρ0
is the initial density, f 0 is the body force per unit of undeformed volume,
F is the deformation gradient tensor (or fibre map), H is the cofactor of
the deformation gradient tensor (or area map), J is the Jacobian of the
deformation gradient tensor (or volume map), P represents the first Piola-
Kirchhoff stress tensor, DIV and CURL represent the material divergence
and curl operators [1] and is used to represent the cross product between
vectors and/or second order tensors in the sense of [1, 20, 49, 50]. Above
system (1) can alternatively be written in a compact manner as:
∂U
∂t
+
∂F I
∂XI
= S; ∀I = 1, 2, 3, (2)
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where U denotes the set of conservation variables, S the source terms and
F I the flux vector in the Cartesian direction I, as follows:
U =

p
F
H
J
 ; F I = −

PEI
1
ρ0
p⊗EI
F
(
1
ρ0
p⊗EI
)
H :
(
1
ρ0
p⊗EI
)
 ; S =

f 0
0
0
0
 , (3)
with EI is the I-th unit vector of the Cartesian basis defined as:
E1 =
 10
0
 ; E2 =
 01
0
 ; E3 =
 00
1
 . (4)
For completeness, the flux Jacobian matrix is defined as AI = ∂FI∂U [1].
Notice that in the presence of non-smooth solutions, above system (1) of local
conservation laws is accompanied by suitable jump conditions as described
in [1]. It is clear from (1) that the material divergence of H vanishes, as
does the material CURL of F :
DIVH = 0; CURLF = 0, (5)
representing the so-called involutions of the system [1, 37]. For closure of
system (1), an appropriate constitutive law satisfying both the principle
of objectivity (frame invariance) and the second law of Thermodynamics
(Coleman-Noll procedure) [12] must be established. In this paper, compress-
ible and nearly incompressible hyperelastic polyconvex constitutive models
will be employed and presented in the following section. Finally, for the com-
plete definition of the Initial Boundary Value Problem (IBVP), initial and
boundary (essential and natural) conditions must be specified.
The IBVP defined by a simplified version of the above conservation-
based U system (3) has been thoroughly studied by the authors using a
wide variety of spatial discretisation techniques, namely cell centred upwind
Finite Volume Method (FVM) [37], vertex centred Jameson-Schmidt-Turkel
(JST) FVM [38], upwind FVM [44], two step Taylor Galerkin Finite Element
Method (FEM) [39] and Petrov-Galerkin (PG) FEM [5].
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3. Constitutive law: Polyconvex elasticity
Polyconvexity is a well accepted mathematical requirement for admissible
strain energy functionals to be satisfied in order to describe elastic materials
in the large strain regime [1, 46, 51]. Essentially, the strain energy Ψ per unit
of undeformed volume must be a function of∇0x4 via a convex multi-variable
function W as:
Ψ(∇0x) = W (F ,H , J), (6)
where W is convex with respect to its 19 variables, namely, J and the 3× 3
components of F and H . Frame invariance implies that W must be inde-
pendent of the rotational components of F and H via the symmetric tensors
C = F TF and G = HTH , respectively. In addition, for isotropic materials,
this dependency can be further simplified through the use of the invariants
{I1, I2, I3} of C defined as:
I1 = F : F ; I2 = H : H ; I3 = J
2. (7)
The three strain measures F , H and J have corresponding work conju-
gate stresses ΣF , ΣH and ΣJ defined by [20, 51]:
ΣF (F ,H , J) =
∂W
∂F
; ΣH(F ,H , J) =
∂W
∂H
; ΣJ(F ,H , J) =
∂W
∂J
.
(8)
Crucially, the convexity of W ensures that the above set of constitutive re-
lationships can be inverted, that is, the relationship between {ΣF ,ΣH ,ΣJ}
and {F ,H , J} is one to one5.
Following References [1, 20], it is then possible to express the first Piola
Kirchhoff stress tensor P in terms of the extended set of strains {F ,H , J}
and conjugate stresses {ΣF ,ΣH ,ΣJ} as:
P = ΣF + ΣH F + ΣJH . (9)
Furthermore, the symmetric positive semidefinite Hessian operator [HW ]
of the strain energy functional W (6) is introduced by computing the second
4The symbol ∇0 represents material gradient in undeformed space: [∇0]I ≡ ∂∂XI .
5The reversed constitutive law can be written as: FΣ = F (ΣF ,ΣH ,ΣJ), HΣ =
H(ΣF ,ΣH ,ΣJ) and JΣ = J(ΣF ,ΣH ,ΣJ).
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derivatives of W with respect to the strain set {F ,H , J} [1, 20], to give:
[HW ] =

WFF WFH WFJ
WHF WHH WHJ
WJF WJH WJJ
 =

∂2W
∂F ∂F
∂2W
∂F ∂H
∂2W
∂F ∂J
∂2W
∂H∂F
∂2W
∂H∂H
∂2W
∂H∂J
∂2W
∂J∂F
∂2W
∂J∂H
∂2W
∂J∂J
 . (10)
3.1. Compressible polyconvex model
In the case of a compressible Mooney-Rivlin model, an admissible poly-
convex strain energy can be defined as [1, 20, 44]:
W = αI1 + βI2 + f(J), (11)
where α and β are positive material parameters and f is a convex function
of the Jacobian J defined by:
f(J) = −4βJ − 2αlnJ + λ
2
(J − 1)2, (12)
with λ another positive material parameter. With the aid of expressions (7),
(8), (11) and (12), the conjugate stresses become:
ΣF = 2αF ; ΣH = 2βH ; ΣJ = f
′(J), (13)
and the Hessian operator [HW ] (10) adopts the following simple expression
[HW ] =

WFF 0 0
0 WHH 0
0 0 WJJ
 , (14)
with diagonal components
WFF = 2αI; WHH = 2βI; WJJ = λ+ 2αJ−2. (15)
Here, I represents the fourth order identity tensor defined in indicial nota-
tion as [I]iIjJ = δijδIJ6. It is easy to prove that the Hessian operator (14) is
6Capital letters are used to identify Cartesian directions in the initial undeformed
configuration and lower case letters are used to identify Cartesian directions in the final
configuration [12].
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positive definite for parameters {α, β, λ} > 0. For β = 0, the Mooney-Rivlin
model degenerates in the so-called neo-Hookean model. Following [20], ap-
propriate values for the material parameters α, β and λ can be selected by
ensuring that the tangent elasticity operator at the initial undeformed con-
figuration coincides with the classic linearised elasticity operator expressed
in terms of the Lame´ coefficients λ and µ. Specifically, α+ β = µ
2
, expressed
in terms of the shear modulus µ.
3.2. Nearly incompressible polyconvex model
For a polyconvex nearly incompressible Mooney-Rivlin material, the strain
energy W can be additively decomposed into deviatoric Wˆ (F ,H , J) and vol-
umetric U(J) contributions as [20]:
W = Wˆ + U ; Wˆ = ςJ−2/3I1 + ξJ−2I
3/2
2 ; U =
κ
2
(J − 1)2, (16)
where ς, ξ and κ are positive material parameters of a similar nature to the
parameters α, β and λ defined above for the compressible Mooney-Rivlin
model (11)-(12). It is worthwhile to notice how the deviatoric component Wˆ
of the strain energy depends explicitly on the Jacobian J . As already stated
in [20], this arises as a consequence of the polyconvex requirement imposed
on the constitutive model. Using the above energy functional W (16), the
conjugate stresses (8) yield:
ΣF =
∂Wˆ
∂F
= 2ςJ−2/3F ; ΣH =
∂Wˆ
∂H
= 3ξJ−2I1/22 H , (17)
and
ΣJ = ΣˆJ + p; ΣˆJ =
∂Wˆ
∂J
= −2ς
3
J−5/3I1 − 2ξJ−3I3/22 , (18)
where p represents the pressure field defined by
p =
dU
dJ
= κ(J − 1). (19)
Note that the conjugate stress associated with the Jacobian, namely ΣJ ,
consists of both a deviatoric contribution ΣˆJ and a volumetric (or pressure)
contribution p. Thus, the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor (9) can be for-
mulated as:
P = Pˆ + pH ; Pˆ = ΣF + ΣH F + ΣˆJH . (20)
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The Hessian operator [HW ] (10) adopts the following expression
[HW ] =

WFF 0 WFJ
0 WHH WHJ
WJF WJH WJJ
 , (21)
with components
WFF = 2ςJ
−2/3I; WHH = 3ξJ−2I1/22
[
I−12 H ⊗H + I
]
; WJJ = γ + κ;
WFJ = −4ς
3
J−5/3F ; WHJ = −6ξJ−3I1/22 H ; WJF = WFJ ; WJH = WHJ ;
(22)
with
γ =
∂2Wˆ
∂J∂J
=
10ς
9
J−8/3I1 + 6ξJ−4I
3/2
2 . (23)
Positive definiteness of the above Hessian operator [HW ] has been shown
in Reference [20] when {ς, ξ, κ} > 0. As can be observed, the polyconvex
nature of the nearly incompressible constitutive model leads to a Hessian
operator with non-zero off-diagonal terms (22), in contrast to the simpler
expression (14) for the case of the compressible model. This extra complexity
leads to a more elaborate computational formulation as will be presented in
subsequent sections of this paper.
Analogously to that stated in the above subsection, for ξ = 0, this nearly
incompressible Mooney-Rivlin model degenerates in the so-called nearly in-
compressible neo-Hookean model. By comparison of the tangent elasticity
operator at the initial undeformed configuration with that of the classic lin-
earised elasticity operator, appropriate values for the material parameters ς
and ξ can be defined in terms of the shear modulus µ, that is, 2ς+3
√
3ξ = µ.
Finally, it is worth pointing out that the classical (non-polyconvex) nearly
incompressible neo-Hookean model used in [2] can be simply recovered by
taking ς = µ
2
and ξ = 0 into (16) and replacing J in Wˆ (16) with JF
(JF ≡ detF ). However, this type of model is not suitable for the formulation
presented in this paper due to its non-polyconvex nature [20].
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4. Entropy-based conservation laws
In order to derive an appropriate entropy-based system, consider the fol-
lowing convex entropy function SU defined as [1]:
SU(p,F ,H , J) =
1
2ρ0
p · p︸ ︷︷ ︸
Kinetic energy
+ W (F ,H , J)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Elastic strain energy
, (24)
which clearly represents the kinetic and elastic energy contributions per unit
of undeformed volume. A conjugate set of entropy variables V (of the original
set of conservation variables U) is obtained through the derivatives of SU as
V = ∂SU
∂U =

v
ΣF
ΣH
ΣJ
 , (25)
where the conjugate stresses {ΣF ,ΣH ,ΣJ} are already defined in (8) and v
represents the velocity of the system (i.e. p = ρ0v).
Remark 1:
Alternatively, it is also possible to derive the set of conservation variables
U as the conjugate set of variables associated with the above set of entropy
variables V . For this, we must consider the following convex function SV
obtained via a Legendre transform as:
SV(v,ΣF ,ΣH ,ΣJ) =
ρ0
2
(v·v)+ max
{F ,H,J}
{ΣF : F + ΣH : H + ΣJJ −W (F ,H , J)} .
(26)
Differentiating the above expression SV yields the set of conservation vari-
ables defined as:
U = ∂SV
∂V =

p
F
H
J
 . (27)
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Using expressions (10) and (25), the Hessian operator associated with the
convex entropy function SU is obtained as:
[HSU ] =
∂V
∂U =
∂2SU
∂U∂U =
 1ρ0I 0
0 [HW ]
 =

1
ρ0
I 0
0
WFF WFH WFJ
WHF WHH WHJ
WJF WJH WJJ

.
(28)
where I symbolises the second order identity tensor. Pre-multiplication of
system (2) with the Hessian [HSU ] (28), leads to a new set of conjugate
entropy based laws as:
∂V
∂t
= −[HSU ]
∂F I
∂XI
+ [HSU ]S. (29)
In particular, the equation associated with the conjugate entropy variable
v reads:
∂v
∂t
=
1
ρ0
DIVP +
1
ρ0
f 0, (30)
and the equations associated with the conjugate stresses {ΣF ,ΣH ,ΣJ} (i.e.
stress rate equations) can be formulated as:
∂ΣF
∂t
= (WFF +WFH FΣ +WFJ ⊗HΣ) : ∇0v; (31a)
∂ΣH
∂t
= (WHF +WHH FΣ +WHJ ⊗HΣ) : ∇0v; (31b)
∂ΣJ
∂t
= (WJF +WJH FΣ +WJJHΣ) : ∇0v. (31c)
In above equations (31), {FΣ,HΣ, JΣ} symbolise the set of strain measures
obtained in terms of the conjugate stresses {ΣF ,ΣH ,ΣJ} via a reversed con-
stitutive law (which will be later presented in Section 7 of the paper). The
above general expression for the conjugate stresses’ update can be particu-
larised for the compressible and nearly incompressible polyconvex Mooney-
Rivlin material models defined above, which is the objective of the following
subsections.
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4.1. Compressible entropy formulation
The conjugate stresses’ updates for the case of the compressible Mooney-
Rivlin constitutive model (see Section 3.1) can be simply derived by sub-
stituting the diagonal Hessian operator (10) and its components (15) into
system (31) to yield:
∂ΣF
∂t
= 2α∇0v; (32a)
∂ΣH
∂t
= 2β (FΣ ∇0v) ; (32b)
∂ΣJ
∂t
= χ (HΣ : ∇0v) , (32c)
where χ = λ + 2αJ−2Σ . In the case of the neo-Hookean model (β = 0), the
above system (32) can be further simplified by removing redundant equation
(32b) (as the conjugate stress ΣH ≡ 0). The area map tensor HΣ used in
equation (32c) is thus defined by HΣ =
1
2
FΣ FΣ.
4.2. Nearly incompressible entropy formulation
For a nearly incompressible Mooney-Rivlin material (see Section 3.2) and
with the help of equation (21), the conjugate stresses’ updates can be ob-
tained as:
∂ΣF
∂t
= (WFF +WFJ ⊗HΣ) : ∇0v; (33a)
∂ΣH
∂t
= (WHH FΣ +WHJ ⊗HΣ) : ∇0v; (33b)
∂ΣJ
∂t
= (WJF +WJH FΣ + (γ + κ)HΣ) : ∇0v, (33c)
where the components WFF , WFJ , WHH , WHJ , WJF , WJH and γ have
already been defined in (22) and (23). Using equation (18) for ΣJ = ΣˆJ + p,
it is interesting to split expression (33c) into two evolution updates for ΣˆJ
and p, to yield:
∂ΣˆJ
∂t
= (WJF +WJH FΣ + γHΣ) : ∇0v; ∂p
∂t
= κ (HΣ : ∇0v) . (34)
The splitting separates the above stress rates (33) into deviatoric {ΣF ,ΣH , ΣˆJ}
and volumetric p contributions. The unknowns of the problem now become
{v,ΣF ,ΣH , ΣˆJ , p}. As stated in the previous section, ΣH ≡ 0 for the de-
generate neo-Hookean model with HΣ =
1
2
FΣ FΣ.
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4.3. Eigenvalue structure
As it is well known, the study of the eigenvalue structure of the sys-
tem (33) is crucial in order to guarantee its hyperbolicity. In Reference [1],
the authors verified the hyperbolic nature of the problem for the case of a
compressible polyconvex Mooney-Rivlin model. In References [2, 44], the au-
thors repeated the same exercise, but in the case of a nearly incompressible
non-polyconvex neo-Hookean model. In this paper, the same methodology is
extended to the case of a nearly incompressible polyconvex Mooney-Rivlin
(and neo-Hookean) constitutive model. The eigenvalues (or wave speeds)
and the corresponding eigenvectors for the system (33) can be determined
by identifying possible plane wave solutions (in the absence of source terms)
of the type [1]:
V = φ(X ·N − cαt)V¯α = φ(X ·N − cαt)

v¯α
Σ¯
α
F
Σ¯
α
H
Σ¯αJ
 , (35)
where φ denotes a scalar real valued function, cα is the wave speed corre-
sponding to the eigenmode V¯α and N is the direction of propagation. It
is easy to show that the above expression for entropy variables leads to an
eigenvalue problem (refer to equation (29)) given by7
ATN V¯α = cαV¯α; ATN = ATI NI . (37)
It is far simpler to deal with the resulting eigenproblem by considering
each individual component of the system. For this purpose, note first that
the time derivative, material gradient, material divergence and material curl
7An alternative representation of the eigenvalue problem for conservation variables is
described as follows [2]:
AN U¯α = cαU¯α; AN = AINI ; V¯α = [HSU ] U¯α. (36)
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operators for the proposed plane wave solution become,
∂V
∂t
= −cαV¯αφ′;
∇0v = (v¯α ⊗N )φ′;
∇0ΣJ =
(
Σ¯αJN
)
φ′;
DIVΣF =
(
Σ¯
α
FN
)
φ′;
CURLΣH = −
(
Σ¯
α
H N
)
φ′.
(38)
Using these expressions, together with the aid of expressions (5), (30) and
(33), and the properties associated with the vector and tensor cross products
given in [20], leads after some simple algebra to:
− (Σ¯αF + FΣ Σ¯αH + Σ¯αJHΣ)N = ρ0cαv¯α
− (WFF +WFJ ⊗HΣ) : (v¯α ⊗N ) = cαΣ¯αF
− (WHH FΣ +WHJ ⊗HΣ) : (v¯α ⊗N ) = cαΣ¯αH
− (WJF +WJH FΣ +WJJHΣ) : (v¯α ⊗N ) = cαΣ¯αJ .
(39)
As a consequence of the high level of redundancy in the system of equa-
tions being considered, only 6 wave speeds are different from zero. These can
be readily identified by substituting the last three equations for the stresses
into the first one to give an eigenvalue problem for the velocity component
alone as
2ςJ
−2/3
Σ v¯α +K
(
Λ2T −ΛT
)
v¯α + Ln(v¯α · n) = ρ0c2αv¯α, (40)
where
ΛT = FT 1 ⊗ FT 1 + FT 2 ⊗ FT 2;
Λ2T = FT 1 · FT 1 + FT 2 · FT 2 = trΛT ,
K = 3ξJ−2Σ I
1/2
2 ;
L = WJJΛ
2
A −
8ς
3
J
−5/3
Σ ΛAΛN + ΞK
(
ΞI−12 −
4
JΣ
ΛA
)
;
ΛAn = HN ;
ΛNn = FN ;
Λ2A = HN ·HN ;
Ξ = ΛN
[
(FΣ : FΣ)− Λ2N
]
.
(41)
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Note that by construction n is a unit vector orthogonal to the vec-
tors FT 1,2 which lie on the propagation surface. The first set of eigen-
vectors/eigenvalues corresponding to p-waves is obtained by taking v¯ = n to
give,
c1,2 = ±
√√√√2ςJ−2/3Σ +KΛ2T +WJJΛ2A − 8ς3 J−5/3Σ ΛAΛN + ΞK [ΞI−12 − 4JΣ ΛA]
ρ0
.
(42)
The associated eigenvectors are obtained from equation (39) to give:
V¯1,2 =

n
− 1
c1,2
(WFF +WFJ ⊗HΣ) : (n⊗N )
− 1
c1,2
(WHH FΣ +WHJ ⊗HΣ) : (n⊗N )
− 1
c1,2
(WJF +WJH FΣ +WJJHΣ) : (n⊗N )
 . (43)
The next four eigenvalues correspond to shear waves where the vibration
takes place on the propagation plane. The corresponding velocity vectors are
orthogonal to n and in the directions of the unit eigenvectors {t1, t2} of the
rank two tensor ΛT . The wave speeds are given by:
c3,4 = ±
√
2ςJ
−2/3
Σ +K (Λ
2
T − λ21)
ρ0
;
c5,6 = ±
√
2ςJ
−2/3
Σ +K (Λ
2
T − λ22)
ρ0
,
(44)
where λ21,2 are the eigenvalues of ΛT , that is:
ΛT = λ
2
1t1 ⊗ t1 + λ22t2 ⊗ t2. (45)
The corresponding eigenvectors are given by:
V¯3,4 =

t1
−WFF
c3,4
: (t1 ⊗N )
−WHH
c3,4
: [F (t1 ⊗N )]
−WJH
c3,4
: [F (t1 ⊗N )]
 ; V¯5,6 =

t2
−WFF
c5,6
: (t2 ⊗N )
−WHH
c5,6
: [F (t2 ⊗N )]
−WJH
c5,6
: [F (t2 ⊗N )]
 .
(46)
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For a fully incompressible material, the conservation equation for vol-
ume map evolution J˙ in spatial (or current) configuration is replaced by the
constraint divv = 0, and thus leads to v¯α · n = 0. This constraint, once
substituted into equation (40) yields
ρ0c
2
αvα = 2ςJ
−2/3
Σ v¯α +K
(
Λ2T −ΛT
)
v¯α, (47)
leading to only two pairs of non-zero eigenvalues corresponding to the shear
waves c3,4 = c5,6 = ±cs (44) with eigenvectors V¯3,4 and V¯5,6.
5. Petrov-Galerkin (PG) conservation-based variational formula-
tion
In this Section, expanding the work of the authors in previous Reference
[1], two variationally consistent PG computational frameworks are presented
for the conservation-based system p-F -H-J , namely, an explicit compress-
ible and nearly incompressible scheme (Section 5.1) and a tailor-made PG
fractional step algorithm (Section 5.2).
5.1. Nearly incompressible p-F -H-J formulation
The stabilised variational statement for the set of conservation laws (3)
can be derived through the use of suitable work conjugates [5]. To achieve
this, we first need to define appropriate stabilised conjugate variables δVst =[
δvst, δΣstF , δΣ
st
H , δΣ
st
J
]T
via augmented weighting functions [48] as δVst =
δV + τ TATI ∂δV∂XI . Use of expressions (29), (30), (33) and consideration of the
involution equations (5) for the deformation gradient and its cofactor, yields
δvst = δv − τp
ρ0
(DIVδΣF − F × CURLδΣH +H∇0δΣJ) ; (48a)
δΣstF = δΣF − τF (WFF +WFJ ⊗H) : ∇0δv; (48b)
δΣstH = δΣH − τH (WHH F +WHJ ⊗H) : ∇0δv; (48c)
δΣstJ = δΣJ − τJ (WJF +WJH F +WJJH) : ∇0δv. (48d)
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The residuals RU = [Rp,RF ,RH ,RJ ]T of the conservation laws (3) are
defined by
RU =

Rp
RF
RH
RJ

=

DIVP + f 0 − p˙
∇0v − F˙
F ∇0v − H˙
H : ∇0v − J˙

(49)
where the dot over a variable is used to denote differentiation in time. Using
expressions in (48a-48d) and (49), it is now possible to derive a stabilised
weak statement by multiplying appropriate conjugate virtual fields δVst with
the corresponding residuals RU , and integrating over the initial volume V ,
to give
0 =
∫
V
(
δvst ·Rp + δΣstF : RF + δΣstH : RH + δΣstJRJ
)
dV. (50)
By re-grouping expression (50) according to each virtual conjugate vari-
able, it is possible to extract first the terms containing the virtual velocity
δv as:
0 =
∫
V
(δv ·Rp − τFRF : (WFF +WFJ ⊗H) : ∇0δv) dV
−
∫
V
(τHRH : (WHH F +WHJ ⊗H) : ∇0δv) dV
−
∫
V
(τJRJ (WJF +WJH F +WJJH) : ∇0δv) dV.
(51)
Integrating by parts the first term on the right hand side of (51) and
expanding the resulting equation yields:∫
V
δv · ∂p
∂t
dV =
∫
V
δv · f 0 dV +
∫
∂V
δv · tB dA−
∫
V
P st : ∇0δv dV, (52)
where the stabilised first Piola-Kirchhoff stress P st is:
P st = ΣstF + Σ
st
H F + Σ
st
JH , (53)
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with corresponding stabilised conjugate stresses as
ΣstF = ΣF + τFWFF : RF + τJWJFRJ ;
ΣstH = ΣH + τHWHH : RH + τJWJHRJ ;
ΣstJ = ΣJ + τFWFJ : RF + τHWHJ : RH + τJWJJRJ .
(54)
Following a Variational Multi-Scale (VMS) stabilisation procedure [29–
36, 52], these stresses (54) can be alternatively expressed in terms of stabilised
strains as:
ΣstF ≈ ΣF (F st, Jst); ΣstH ≈ ΣH(Hst, Jst); ΣstJ ≈ ΣJ(F st,Hst, Jst),
(55)
where
F st = F + τFRF ; Hst = H + τHRH ; Jst = J + τJRJ . (56)
In the above expressions (55) and (56), the residual terms {RF ,RH ,RJ}
represent the difference between the time rate of the corresponding strain
variable and its evaluation in terms of the material gradient of the velocities.
To reduce the implicitness of the formulation, a simple procedure has been
proposed in references [1, 2, 5] whereby the above time residuals are replaced
by their time integrated geometric equivalents {RxF ,RxH ,RxJ}, to give:
F st = F + τFRF + ζFRxF︸ ︷︷ ︸
F sub
; RxF = Fx − F ; Fx = ∇0x
Hst = H + τHRH + ζHRxH︸ ︷︷ ︸
Hsub
; RxH = Hx −H ; Hx =
1
2
∇0x ∇0x
Jst = J + τJRJ + ζJRxJ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Jsub
; RxJ = Jx − J ; Jx = det(∇0x),
(57)
where ζF , ζH and ζJ are dimensionless stabilisation parameters, in the range
of [0, 0.5]. Note that subgrid-scale terms {F sub,Hsub, Jsub} are considered
small with respect to coarse-scale terms {F ,H , J}.
Remark 2:
In this paper, we restrict ourselves to the local linearisation of a residual-
based stabilisation, neglecting the products of subgrid-scale terms (being
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these higher-order corrections). Thus, it is interesting to derive the following
simplified version of (55) as:
ΣstF ≈ ΣF (F st, J); ΣstH ≈ ΣH(Hst, J); ΣˆstJ ≈ ΣˆJ(F ,H , Jst). (58)
Consideration of C0 linear shape functions Na for both the conserva-
tion variables and the stabilised virtual fields, leads to the following semi-
discretised linear momentum rate equation at each node a:∑
b
Mabp˙b =
∫
V
Naf 0 dV +
∫
∂V
NatB dA−
∫
V
P st∇0Na dV, (59)
where the consistent mass contribution Mab =
∫
V
NaNbdV . Finally, the
enhanced conjugate stress measures defined in equations (48b), (48c) and
(48d) can be introduced into the weighted residual equation (50). This gives
a set of strain update equations as:
∑
b
MabF˙ b = −
∫
V
1
ρ0
pst ⊗∇0Na dV +
∫
∂V
Na (vB ⊗N ) dA; (60a)
∑
b
MabH˙b =
∫
V
1
ρ0
pst F ∇0Na dV −
∫
∂V
Na (vB F N ) dA; (60b)
∑
b
MabJ˙b = −
∫
V
1
ρ0
pst ·H∇0Na dV +
∫
∂V
Na(vB ·HN )dA, (60c)
where pst = p + τpRp. In addition, traction and linear momentum vectors
at the boundary, denoted as tB (59) and vB (60a-60c), are directly computed
from prescribed (i.e. natural and essential) boundary conditions. In order
to speed up the algorithm, the consistent mass matrix contributions are
replaced by lumped mass matrix contributions without affecting the order of
convergence [5].
However, as discussed in Reference [1], the involutions described by equa-
tion (5) are no longer enforced by applying correction to the linear momentum
p, namely pst, in (60a) and (60b). For this reason, the stabilisation of the
momentum field should only be applied to the third equation above (60c).
Moreover, by setting τJ = 0, and by assigning τF = τH = τ and ζF =
ζH = ζ, equations (59), (60a), (60b) and (60c) are fully decoupled and
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can be solved in a sequential manner. Equations (60a) and (60b) are first
solved to obtain F˙ and H˙ which can then be substituted into (59) to deduce
p˙. Once p˙ is determined, J˙ can finally be obtained from (60c). Thus, the
time discrete version of the four-field p-F -H-J conservation formulation (see
equations (59), (60a), (60b) and (60c)) for polyconvex elasticity is reduced
to the consideration of four stabilising parameters, namely {τ, τp, ζ, ζJ}.
Finally, the set of stabilised semidiscrete nodal equations which have
been produced can then be explicitly integrated from time step tn to tn+1.
In this case, the explicit one-step two-stage Total Variation Diminishing
RungeKutta (TVD-RK) time integrator [53] is preferred due to its excel-
lent TVD properties (refer to Section 4 in [5] for further discussion). The
scheme is suitably modified to guarantee the conservation of angular momen-
tum, as described in [5]. The evaluation of the maximum time increment is
intimately related to the minimum size of element hmin and the maximum
(volumetric) wave speed cmax (42) via the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy number
αCFL.
5.2. Truly incompressible p-F -H-J formulation: Fractional step approach
In the case of nearly or truly incompressible materials, the volumetric
wave speed (42) can reach very high values leading to prohibitively small time
steps. This can have a very negative effect in the computational efficiency of
the algorithm. In Gil et al. [2], a tailor-made PG fractional step algorithm
was introduced for the three-field p-F -J mixed formulation. Extension of
this variational PG fractional step method to include the new conservation
law for the area map H under the consideration of a polyconvex constitutive
law is presented below.
Following Reference [2], a predictor-corrector algorithm is designed to
advance the problem unknowns from tn to tn+1. It is typical to first advance
in time and then discretise in space using a suitable PG stabilisation [5].
To achieve this, note first that the predictor (or intermediate) step of the
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algorithm is defined as:
pint − pn
∆t
−DIVP n − fn0 = 0; (61a)
F n+1 − F n
∆t
−∇0vn = 0; (61b)
Hn+1 −Hn
∆t
− F n ∇0vn = 0; (61c)
J int − Jn
∆t
−Hn : ∇0vn = 0, (61d)
and the corrector step
pn+1 − pint
∆t
−DIV [∆pHn] = 0; (62a)
Jn+1 − J int
∆t
−Hn : ∇0∆v = 0. (62b)
Here, the pressure and velocity increments are
∆p = pn+1 − pn; ∆v = vn+1 − vn, (63)
respectively. Observe that the summation of (61) and (62) recovers the orig-
inal assumption that the pressure p and the velocity v used for the Jacobian
(volumetric) evolution (61d) are computed implicitly in tn+1, assuming the
deformation gradient F and its cofactor H to be frozen at time tn [2].
Application of the operator Hn : ∇0(·) to above expression (62a) gives:
Hn : ∇0vn+1 −Hn : ∇0vint − ∆t
ρ0
Hn : ∇0 [DIV (∆pHn)] = 0. (64)
For simplicity and without loss of generality, the material density ρ0 has been
assumed to be constant across the entire domain. To allow for the case of a
nearly incompressible material, we can replace the first term on the left hand
side of (64) by employing an appropriate volumetric constitutive law:
Hn : ∇0vn+1 = 1
κ
∆p
∆t
. (65)
Using this relationship on the first term of (64), it yields
1
κ
∆p
∆t
−Hn : ∇0vint − ∆t
ρ0
Hn : ∇0 [DIV (∆pHn)] = 0. (66)
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For a truly incompressible material κ =∞ and the right hand side of (65)
vanishes resulting in the incompressibility constraint. Moreover, combining
equations (61d), (62b) and (65), the Jacobian is constrained to be always
a constant value, namely Jn+1 = Jn, throughout the entire deformation
process.
5.2.1. Variational fractional step conservation-based formulation
To obtain a single variational statement of the system (61), (62) and (66),
we first define the residuals of these equations as:
RU =

Rpint
RF
RH
RJint
Rp
Rp
RJ

=

DIVP n + fn0 − (
pint−pn)
∆t
∇0vn − (F
n+1−Fn)
∆t
F n ∇0vn − (H
n+1−Hn)
∆t
Hn : ∇0vn − (J
int−Jn)
∆t
Hn : ∇0vint + ∆tρ0Hn : ∇0 [DIV (∆pHn)]− 1κ ∆p∆t
DIV [∆pHn]− (p
n+1−pint)
∆t
Hn : ∇0∆v − (J
n+1−Jint)
∆t

. (67)
Using appropriate stabilised conjugate virtual fields δVst defined in (48), the
underlying weak statement is defined by:
0 =
∫
V
(
δvst ·Rpint + δΣstF : RF + δΣstH : RH + δΣstJ (Rp +RJint)
)
dV.
(68)
Following a similar finite element spatial discretisation as that presented in
Section 5.1, where δVst and U are expanded in terms of C0 linear shape
functions, the resulting predictor system satisfying involutions (5) in a weak
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sense (as discussed in equations (60a) and (60b)) yields:∑
b
Mab
(pintb − pnb )
∆t
=
∫
V
Naf
n
0 dV +
∫
∂V
Nat
n
B dA−
∫
V
P st∇0Na dV ;
(69a)∑
b
Mab
(F n+1b − F nb )
∆t
= −
∫
V
1
ρ0
pn ⊗∇0Na dV +
∫
∂V
Na (vB ⊗N ) dA;
(69b)∑
b
Mab
(Hn+1b −Hnb )
∆t
=
∫
V
1
ρ0
pn F n ∇0Na dV −
∫
∂V
Na (vB F
n N ) dA;
(69c)∑
b
Mab
(J intb − Jnb )
∆t
= −
∫
V
1
ρ0
pst ·Hn∇0Na dV +
∫
∂V
Na(vB ·HnN )dA,
(69d)
where pst = p+ τpRpint . By setting τp = 0, the above formulation can then
be solved in a sequential manner. Equations (69b), (69c) and (69d) are first
solved to obtain F n+1, Hn+1 and J int, which can then be substituted into
(69a) to deduce pint.
Moreover, from expression (68), the corrector step of this two-stage frac-
tional step algorithm is formulated as:∑
b
[
M volab +
∆t2
ρ0
Kab
](
∆p
∆t
)
=
∫
∂V
Nav
B ·HnN dA−
∫
V
pst
ρ0
· (Hn∇0Na) dV,
(70)
where the mass matrix contribution M volab , the viscosity matrix contribution
Kab and the stabilised linear momentum pst are defined as
M volab :=
∫
V
1
κ
NaNb dV ; (71a)
Kab :=
∫
V
(Hn∇0Na) · (Hn∇0Nb) dV ; (71b)
pst := pint + τpRpint , (71c)
respectively.
It is now possible to update the linear momentum and Jacobian of the
deformation via a standard Bubnov-Galerkin formulation, together with the
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use of the incompressibility constraint (65), to give∑
b
Mab
(
pn+1b − pintb
)
∆t
=
∫
V
NaDIV(∆pH
n) dV ; (72a)
∑
b
Mab
(Jn+1 − J int)
∆t
=
∫
V
(
Na
κ
∆p
∆t
−NaHn : ∇0vn
)
dV. (72b)
As mentioned at the end of Section 5.1, the algorithm is finally evolved in
time via a Total Variation Diminishing Runge-Kutta time integrator with a
time step limit controlled, in this case, by the shear wave speed cs (47).
6. Petrov-Galerkin (PG) entropy-based variational formulation
Taking advantage of the properties of polyconvexity (see Section 3), this
section introduces two new variationally consistent PG computational frame-
works for the entropy-based systems defined above. Specifically, a nearly
incompressible v-ΣF -ΣH-ΣˆJ -p entropy formulation and its compressible v-
ΣF -ΣH-ΣJ counterpart (Section 6.1). In addition, as these explicit schemes
can be computationally expensive in the case of large values of the bulk mod-
ulus, a tailor-made fractional step PG algorithm is also presented (Section
6.2).
6.1. Nearly incompressible v-ΣF -ΣH-ΣˆJ-p entropy formulation
As stated above, the standard Bubnov-Galerkin variational formulation
requires extra numerical stabilisation, which can be introduced by means of
a Petrov-Galerkin approach [54], whereby the conjugate weighting functions
δU are augmented as δU st = δU + τAI ∂δU∂XI . In the case of a diagonal stabil-
isation matrix τ , the individual components of δU st are easily obtained with
the help of equations (3) and (5), to give:
δpst = δp− τv
(
[CF ]I :
∂δF
∂XI
+ [CH ]I :
∂δH
∂XI
+ (CˆJ + κHΣ)∇0δJ
)
;
(73a)
δF st = δF − τF
ρ0
(∇0δp) ; (73b)
δHst = δH − τH
ρ0
(FΣ ∇0δp) ; (73c)
δJst = δJ − τJ
ρ0
(HΣ : ∇0δp) , (73d)
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where
[CF ]I :=
∂ (PEI)
∂F
; [CH ]I :=
∂ (PEI)
∂H
; CˆJ := ∂Pˆ
∂J
. (74)
Observe that τv, τF , τH and τJ are appropriate numerical stabilisation
parameters. Their units are those of time and are usually chosen as a fraction
of the time step for explicit integration schemes [32, 54]. Moreover, the
residual RV of the entropy system (30), (33a,b) and (34) can be expressed
as:
RV =

Rv
RΣF
RΣH
RΣˆJ
Rp

=

1
ρ0
DIVP + 1
ρ0
f 0 − v˙
(WFF +WFJ ⊗HΣ) : ∇0v − Σ˙F
(WHH FΣ +WHJ ⊗HΣ) : ∇0v − Σ˙H
(WJF +WJH FΣ + γHΣ) : ∇0v − ˙ˆΣJ
κ (HΣ : ∇0v)− p˙

. (75)
It is now possible to derive a stabilised weak form for the entropy formu-
lation by multiplying the conjugate virtual fields δU st (73) with the corre-
sponding residuals RV (75) and integrating over the material volume V , to
give
0 =
∫
V
(
δpst ·Rv + δF st : RΣF + δHst : RΣH + δJst
(RΣˆJ +Rp)) dV.
(76)
Following a similar C0 linear finite element spatial discretisation strategy
as that presented in previous Section 5, the velocity evolution at each node
a is given as:∑
b
Mabv˙b =
∫
V
Na
ρ0
f 0 dV +
∫
∂V
Na
ρ0
tB dA−
∫
V
1
ρ0
P st∇0Na dV, (77)
where the stabilised first Piola-Kirchhoff stress P st has already been defined
in (53). For the evaluation of (53), F and H are obtained by using reversed
constitutive laws, namely, F is evaluated as FΣ and H is evaluated as HΣ.
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In addition, the deviatoric stabilised stresses {ΣstF ,ΣstH , ΣˆstJ } are formulated
as
ΣstF = ΣF + τFRΣF ; ΣstH = ΣH + τHRΣH ; ΣˆstJ = ΣˆJ + τJRΣˆJ , (78)
and the stabilised pressure as
pst = p+ τpRp. (79)
As in the conservation-based system approach reported in the previous Sec-
tion, the traction at the boundary tB in (77) can be directly obtained from
prescribed boundary conditions.
For consistency with the stabilised stresses presented in (58), the time
integrated geometric equivalent stabilisations can be incorporated with the
use of a Taylor series expansion for the linear approximation of the relevant
stabilised variables:
ΣstF = ΣF + τFRΣF + ζF (WFF : RxF ); (80a)
ΣstH = ΣH + τHRΣH + ζH(WHH : RxH); (80b)
ΣˆstJ = ΣˆJ + τJRΣˆJ + ζJ(γRxJ ); (80c)
pst = p+ τpRp + µζpRxp ; Rxp = Jx − 1−
p
κ
. (80d)
Here, ζF , ζH , ζJ and ζp are dimensionless stabilisation parameters. In
addition, {RxF ,RxH ,RxJ} are the time integrated geometric residuals already
defined in (57) and {WFF ,WHH , γ} are components of the Hessian operator
already presented in (22) and (23). The inclusion of the material parameter
µ in Rxp ensures the consistency of the physical units.
Finally, introducing the C0 linear interpolation for the stress variables
and their conjugate strains gives a full set of equations for the nodal stress
values:∑
b
MabΣ˙
b
F =
∫
V
Na (WFF +WFJ ⊗HΣ) : ∇0v dV ; (81a)
∑
b
MabΣ˙
b
H =
∫
V
Na (WHH FΣ +WHJ ⊗HΣ) : ∇0v dV ; (81b)
∑
b
Mab
˙ˆ
ΣbJ =
∫
V
Na (WJF +WJH FΣ + γHΣ) : ∇0v dV ; (81c)
∑
b
Mabp˙
b =
∫
∂V
Na κvB · (HΣN ) dA−
∫
V
κvst · (HΣ∇0Na) dV, (81d)
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where the stabilised velocity vst = v + τvRv. As discussed in Section 5, to
ensure the satisfaction of the involutions described by equation (5), stabili-
sation is only included for the velocity field used in the stress update (81d).
Equations (77) and (81) represent a stabilised system of differential equations
in time for the entropy variables {v,ΣF ,ΣH , ΣˆJ , p}.
To derive a complete explicit scheme, we set τp = 0 (80d) and choose
appropriate non-dimensional values of {ζF , ζH , ζJ , ζp} in (77), typically in
the range of [0, 0.5]. In practice, it is crucial to establish a computational
framework with the minimum number of stabilisation parameters. For this
reason, we collapse three stabilisation parameters appearing in (78) into a
single parameter τF = τH = τJ = τ , and set ζF = ζH = ζ and ζJ = ζp,
reducing the number of stabilisation parameters to {τ, τv, ζ, ζJ}.
The entropy-based system for a compressible material can also be ob-
tained as a degenerate case of the above system (77)-(81), in terms of the
reduced set of unknowns v-ΣF -ΣH-ΣJ . This formulation is the conjugate
version of that presented by the authors in [1] and included here for the sake
of completeness. Indeed, following a similar C0 linear finite element spatial
discretisation procedure for the entropy variables V and their conjugates δU ,
the time rate of a full stabilised compressible entropy system (see Section 4.1)
can be written as:∑
b
Mabv˙b =
∫
V
Na
ρ0
f 0 dV +
∫
∂V
Na
ρ0
tB dA−
∫
V
1
ρ0
P st∇0Na dV ; (82a)
∑
b
MabΣ˙
b
F =
∫
V
Na(2α∇0v) dV ; (82b)
∑
b
MabΣ˙
b
H =
∫
V
Na(2βFΣ ∇0v) dV ; (82c)
∑
b
MabΣ˙
b
J =
∫
V
NaχHΣ : ∇0v dV −
∫
V
χHΣ∇0Na · τpRv dV, (82d)
with χ = λ+ 2αJ−2Σ already defined in Section 4.1.
As mentioned at the end of Section 5.1, the algorithm is finally evolved
in time via a Total Variation Diminishing Runge-Kutta time integrator with
a time step limit controlled, in this case, by the volumetric wave speed (42).
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6.2. Truly incompressible v-ΣF -ΣH-ΣˆJ-p entropy formulation: Fractional
step approach
The explicit v-ΣF -ΣH-ΣˆJ -p PG formulation presented above is not com-
putationally suitable to simulate nearly (or truly) incompressible materials,
as the volumetric wave speed can be significantly high. In these situations, it
is preferred to resolve the incompressibility constraint in an implicit manner.
In this section, we present an adapted fractional step method tailor-made to
deal with truly incompressible materials.
The time update of the set of entropy variables from Vn to Vn+1 over a
time step ∆t is split in two stages, with the pressure field p and the velocity
field v solved implicitly at time tn+1. Firstly, the algorithm is advanced
explicitly yielding an intermediate set of entropy variables V int, which is then
projected after implicitly solving a Poisson-like equation [2] for the pressure
increment.
Thus, the first (predictor or intermediate) step of the two-stage fractional
step algorithm is defined as
vint − vn
∆t
− 1
ρ0
DIVP n − 1
ρ0
fn0 = 0; (83a)
ΣintF −ΣnF
∆t
− (W nFF +W nFJ ⊗HnΣ) : ∇0vn = 0; (83b)
ΣintH −ΣnH
∆t
− (W nHH F nΣ +W nHJ ⊗HnΣ) : ∇0vn = 0; (83c)
ΣˆintJ − ΣˆnJ
∆t
− (W nJF +W nJH F nΣ + γnHnΣ) : ∇0vn = 0, (83d)
and the second (corrector) step:
vn+1 − vint
∆t
− 1
ρ0
DIV [∆pHnΣ] = 0; (84a)
Σn+1F −ΣintF
∆t
−W nFJ [HnΣ : ∇0∆v] = 0; (84b)
Σn+1H −ΣintH
∆t
−W nHJ [HnΣ : ∇0∆v] = 0; (84c)
Σˆn+1J − ΣˆintJ
∆t
− (W nJF +W nJH F nΣ + γnHnΣ) : ∇0∆v = 0. (84d)
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Here, the pressure and velocity increments are defined as in (63). Notice that
the deformation gradient FΣ and its cofactor HΣ are frozen at time t
n [2] to
reduce the implicitness of the formulation.
Application of the operator HnΣ : ∇0(·) to above equation (84a) and the
use of (65) gives the exact same expression for the Poisson-like equation (66),
but this time replacing Hn with HnΣ:
1
κ
∆p
∆t
−HnΣ : ∇0vint −
∆t
ρ0
HnΣ : ∇0 [DIV (∆pHnΣ)] = 0. (85)
6.2.1. Variational nonlinear fractional step entropy formulation
The residual RV of each time-discrete expressions, namely (83), (84) and
(66), can be expressed as:
RV =

Rvint
RΣintF
RΣintH
RΣˆintJ
Rp
Rv
RΣF
RΣH
RΣˆJ

=

1
ρ0
DIVP n + 1
ρ0
fn0 − (
vint−vn)
∆t
(W nFF +W
n
FJ ⊗HnΣ) : ∇0vn − (
ΣintF −ΣnF )
∆t
(W nHH F
n
Σ +W
n
HJ ⊗HnΣ) : ∇0vn − (
ΣintH −ΣnH)
∆t
(W nJF +W
n
JH F
n
Σ + γH
n
Σ) : ∇0vn − (
ΣˆintJ −ΣˆnJ)
∆t
µHnΣ : ∇0vint + µ∆tρ0 HnΣ : ∇0 [DIV (∆pHnΣ)]− µκ ∆p∆t
1
ρ0
DIV [∆pHnΣ]− (
vn+1−vint)
∆t
W nFJ [H
n
Σ : ∇0∆v]− (
Σn+1F −ΣintF )
∆t
W nHJ [H
n
Σ : ∇0∆v]− (
Σn+1H −ΣintH )
∆t
(W nJF +W
n
JH F
n
Σ + γ
nHnΣ) : ∇0∆v − (
Σˆn+1J −ΣˆintJ )
∆t

.
(86)
Using appropriate stabilised conjugate virtual fields δU st already defined in
(73a-73d), the stabilised variational statements for predictor step and pres-
sure correction can be obtained. Following a similar finite element spatial
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discretisation as that presented in Section 6 (where V and δU are expanded
in terms of C0 linear shape functions) and grouping the expression according
to each virtual conjugate variable, the resulting predictor system of equations
yields∑
b
Mab
(vintb − vnb )
∆t
=
∫
∂V
Na
ρ0
tnB dA+
∫
V
Na
ρ0
fn0 dV −
∫
V
P st
ρ0
∇0Na dV ;
(87a)
∑
b
Mab
(
Σb,intF −Σb,nF
)
∆t
=
∫
V
Na [W
n
FF +W
n
FJ ⊗HnΣ] : ∇0vn dV ; (87b)
∑
b
Mab
(
Σb,intH −Σb,nH
)
∆t
=
∫
V
Na [W
n
HH F
n
Σ +W
n
HJ ⊗HnΣ] : ∇0vn dV ;
(87c)
∑
b
Mab
(
Σˆb,intJ − Σˆb,nJ
)
∆t
=
∫
V
Na [W
n
JF +W
n
JH F
n
Σ + γ
nHnΣ] : ∇0vn dV.
(87d)
Here, the stabilised first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor and the correspod-
ing time rate and time integrated stabilisations have already been defined in
(80) and (57). As in Section 5.2.1, the pressure correction renders a similar
expression to (70) and (71), but replacing Hn with HnΣ, namely:∑
b
[
M volab +
∆t2
ρ0
Kab
](
∆p
∆t
)
=
∫
∂V
Nav
B·HnΣN dA−
∫
V
vst·(HnΣ∇0Na) dV.
(88)
The mass matrix contribution M volab , the viscosity matrix contribution Kab
and the stabilised velocity vst are defined as
M volab :=
∫
V
1
κ
NaNb dV ; (89a)
Kab :=
∫
V
(HnΣ∇0Na) · (HnΣ∇0Nb) dV ; (89b)
vst := vint + τvRvint , (89c)
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respectively. To update the entropy set Vn+1, it is essential to first update
the velocity field using the standard Bubnov-Galerkin formulation
∑
b
Mab
(
vn+1b − vintb
)
∆t
=
∫
V
Na
ρ0
DIV(HnΣ∆p) dV, (90)
followed by∑
b
Mab
(Σn+1F −ΣintF )
∆t
=
∫
V
NaW
n
FJ (H
n
Σ : ∇0∆v) dV ; (91a)
∑
b
Mab
(Σn+1H −ΣintH )
∆t
=
∫
V
NaW
n
HJ (H
n
Σ : ∇0∆v) dV ; (91b)
∑
b
Mab
(Σˆn+1J − ΣˆintJ )
∆t
= −
∫
V
Na (W
n
JF +W
n
JH F
n
Σ + γ
nHnΣ) : ∇0∆v dV.
(91c)
As mentioned at the end of Section 5.1, the algorithm is finally evolved in
time via a Total Variation Diminishing Runge-Kutta time integrator with a
time step limit controlled, in this case, by the shear wave speed cs (47).
7. Newton Raphson iterative technique
In the case of the entropy-based formulation (see Section 6), the strain
measures {FΣ,HΣ, JΣ} have to be obtained by means of reversed constitu-
tive laws in terms of the stresses {ΣF ,ΣH , ΣˆJ , p}. This, in general, leads to
the solution of nonlinear equations which might require to employ a Newton-
Raphson iterative process in conjunction with the appropriate tangent oper-
ator [HW ] (either (10) or (21)).
For a nearly incompressible polyconvex model (16), expression (19) en-
ables the explicit computation of the Jacobian in terms of the pressure p as
follows:
JΣ =
p
κ
+ 1. (92)
It is now possible to directly evaluate the deformation gradient field FΣ by
substituting the above expression of JΣ into (17a) as:
FΣ =
1
2ς
J
2/3
Σ ΣF . (93)
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However, the evaluation of the area map strain measure HΣ requires the
solution of the nonlinear equation (17b) via a k-iterative Newton-Raphson
scheme, which can be formulated as:
W kHH : ∆H = Σ
k
H − 3ξJ−2Σ (HkΣ : HkΣ)1/2HkΣ; Hk+1Σ = HkΣ + ∆H , (94)
where WHH is already defined in (22). This equation is solved at a quadra-
ture point level and requires of very few iterations to achieve machine accu-
racy convergence. It is interesting to point out that in the particular case of
using the compressible polyconvex model (11), due to its simplicity, the set
of strains can be explicitly computed from the corresponding stresses [20],
without the need to solve a nonlinear equation.
8. Numerical examples
8.1. Low dispersion cube
The main aim of this example is to assess the convergence behaviour of the
polyconvex entropy-based PG methodology in three dimensions8 [1, 2, 38].
A unit cube (1 m × 1 m × 1 m) has symmetric boundary conditions (i.e.
roller supports) applied on the faces X1 = X2 = X3 = 0 and skew-symmetric
boundary conditions on the rest of the boundary surfaces X1 = X2 = X3 = 1
m. For small deformations, the analytical displacement field (and hence
velocity and stress at any time t) can be described by a closed-form expression
as
u(X, t) = U0 cos
(√
3
2
cdpit
)
A sin
(
piX1
2
)
cos
(
piX2
2
)
cos
(
piX3
2
)
B cos
(
piX1
2
)
sin
(
piX2
2
)
cos
(
piX3
2
)
C cos
(
piX1
2
)
cos
(
piX2
2
)
sin
(
piX3
2
)
 ; cd =
√
µ
ρ0
.
(95)
Parameters {A,B,C} are arbitrary constants such that A + B + C = 0,
ensuring no contribution from volumetric deformation. For values of U0
below 0.001 m, the solution can be considered to be linear and the closed-
form solution holds. In this particular case, a polyconvex compressible neo-
Hookean model is chosen such that Young’s modulus E = 0.017 GPa, density
8A two dimensional version of this particular example has been carried out in References
[5, 37].
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ρ0 = 1.1 Mg/m
3, Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.3, α = µ
2
and β = 0. We set the
solution parameters as A = B = 1, C = −2 and U0 = 5 × 10−4 m in linear
regime.
The cube is initially loaded with a known deformation gradient field F
calculated using the relationship of F ≡ I +∇0u (by computing a material
gradient of (95) at t = 0) without any initial velocity. This would then lead
to the calculation of its determinant J ≡ det(∇0x). Thus, initial conditions
for the entropy stresses {ΣF ,ΣJ} can be obtained via expression (13). Figure
1 shows the deformed states of the cube (i.e. shear stresses contour plot) as
it evolves in time. Global convergence error analysis (i.e. L1 and L2 induced
norm9) for velocity and stress on a sequence of grids at time t = 2×10−3 s are
examined in Figure 2. As expected, each of the diagrams tends to asymptotic
quadratic convergence for velocity and stress of the v-ΣF -ΣJ compressible
entropy formulation (82) when linear interpolating functions are used. No-
tice that ΣH is redundant since a neo-Hookean model with β = 0 is used.
For completeness, we simulate the exact same problem using the classical
hexahedral B-bar elements, resulting in a reduced order of convergence for
the stresses (see Figure 3).
8.2. 3D L-shaped block
This benchmark problem has been presented in [1, 38] to assess the ability
of the algorithm to preserve angular momentum. We consider the motion
of a three-dimensional L-shaped block subjected to initial impulse traction
boundary conditions at two of its sides described as follows (see Figure 4)
F 1(t) = −F 2(t) =

tη0, 0 ≤ t < 2.5
(5− t)η0, 2.5 ≤ t < 5
0, t ≥ 5
(96)
where η0 = [150, 300, 450]
T . The material response is governed by a poly-
convex compressible neo-Hookean model where its physical properties are
Young’s modulus E = 50046 Pa, density ρ0 = 1 Mg/m
3, Poisson’s ratio
ν = 0.3 and material parameters α = µ
2
and β = 0 (i.e. ΣH is redun-
dant in this case). Figure 5 presents the momentum evolution of the system
9L1 and L2 induced norm of a m × n matrix A are defined in the usual fashion as:
‖A‖L1 = max
1≤j≤n
∑m
i=1 |aij | and ‖A‖L2 =
[
λmax(ATA)
]1/2
.
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(a) Shear stress P12
(b) Shear stress P13
(c) Shear stress P23
Figure 1: Low Dispersion Cube: Sequence of deformed shapes for (a) P12
shear stress; (b) P13 shear stress; and (c) P23 shear stress. Results obtained
with U0 = 5× 10−4 m, A = B = 1 and C = −2. A polyconvex compressible
neo-Hookean constitutive model is used such that Young’s modulus E =
0.017 GPa, density ρ0 = 1.1 Mg/m
3, α = µ
2
, β = 0, Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.3
and αCFL = 0.3. Discretisation of 8× 8× 8× 6 linear tetrahedral elements.
Stabilising parameters: τ = ∆t, τv = 0.2∆t, ζJ = 0.5, ζ = 0. Lumped mass
contribution. Solution plotted with displacement scaled 200 times.35
(a) (b)
Figure 2: Low Dispersion Cube: Induced L1 and L2 norm convergence errors
obtained with U0 = 5× 10−4 m, A = B = 1 and C = −2 using compressible
entropy v-ΣF -ΣJ formulation for (a) Normed velocity field ‖v−vexactcmax ‖L1,2 ; and
(b) Normed first Piola Kirchhoff stress ‖P−P exact
µ
‖L1,2 . A polyconvex com-
pressible neo-Hookean constitutive model is used such that Young’s modulus
E = 0.017 GPa, density ρ0 = 1.1 Mg/m
3, α = µ
2
, β = 0, Poisson’s ratio
ν = 0.3 and αCFL = 0.3. Stabilising parameters: τ = ∆t, τv = 0.2∆t,
ζJ = 0.5, ζ = 0. Lumped mass contribution.
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(a)
Figure 3: Low Dispersion Cube: L2 norm convergence errors (for a generic
component of the velocity vector and the stress tensor) obtained with U0 =
5 × 10−4 m, A = B = 1 and C = −2 using the classical hexahedral B-bar
methodology for velocity and stresses. A polyconvex nearly incompressible
neo-Hookean constitutive model is used such that Young’s modulus E =
0.017 GPa, density ρ0 = 1.1 Mg/m
3, α = µ
2
, β = 0 and Poisson’s ratio
ν = 0.3.
1X
2X
3X
T(3,3,3)
T(0,10,3)
T(6,0,0)
)t(1F
)t(2F
Figure 4: L-shaped block configuration
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calculated with the nonlinear explicit v-ΣF -ΣJ PG entropy formulation. A
sequence of deformed states, together with the Frobenius norm of the veloc-
ity field, simulated using entropy- and conservation-based PG formulations
is illustrated in Figure 6. Both methodologies produce practically identical
deformed shapes. Figure 7 shows a series of snapshots in terms of pressure
resolution without introducing any spurious modes.
8.3. 3D short column
A three dimensional column [1, 2, 38, 55] clamped on its bottom face
(X3 = 0) is presented in this numerical example (see Figure 8). An initial
linear variation in velocity field v0 = (V0X3/L, 0, 0)
T is given (where V0 = 10
m/s and L = 6m) and the column is left oscillating in time, leading to large
strain oscillatory motion. The objective is to assess the performance of the
proposed entropy-based PG methodologies (i.e. explicit v-ΣF -ΣH-ΣˆJ -p al-
gorithm ((77) and (81)) and fractional step v-ΣF -ΣH-ΣˆJ -p formulation ((87)
and (91))) in nearly and truly incompressible bending dominated scenarios,
benchmarked against the p-F -H-J explicit conservation-based PG formula-
tion ((59) and (60)) and fractional step conservation-based formulation ((69)
and (72)). A polyconvex nearly incompressible Mooney-Rivlin model (16)
is employed such that Young’s modulus E = 0.017 GPa, density ρ0 = 1.1
Mg/m3 and material parameters ς = ξ = µ
2+3
√
3
.
We first examine the effectiveness of the proposed entropy-based schemes
using Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.45. Figure 9 and Figure 10 clearly show that both
entropy- and conservation-based mixed PG methodologies produced similar
(and excellent) locking-free behaviour without spurious hydrostatic oscilla-
tions. For quantitative comparison purposes, the time history of both the
horizontal displacement at point [1, 1, 6] and the P22 component of stresses
at point [1/3, 1/3, 3] are monitored in Figure 11. Mesh refinement analysis is
also shown in Figure 12. For truly incompressible solids where the Poisson’s
ratio is now ν = 0.5, the explicit formulation cannot be employed due to the
incompressibility constraint κ = ∞. Such limitation is removed by employ-
ing the fractional step PG entropy-based mixed methodologies in which the
time step depends solely on the shear wave speed (47) (see Figure 13).
8.4. 3D Tensile Cube
The objective of this three dimensional tensile cube problem is to demon-
strate the performance of the entropy-based PG formulations when a tetra-
hedral mesh is used in compressible and truly incompressible regimes. A
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(a) Angular Momentum
(b) Linear Momentum
Figure 5: L-shaped Block: Results obtained with an impulse traction bound-
ary conditions (96) at two of its sides using explicit v-ΣF -ΣJ PG formula-
tion: (a) Angular momentum; and (b) Linear momentum. This example is
run with the polyconvex compressible neo-Hookean constitutive model and
material properties are such that Young’s modulus E = 50046 Pa, density
ρ0 = 1 Mg/m
3, Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.3, αCFL = 0.3, α =
µ
2
and β = 0.
Stabilising parameters: τ = ∆t, τv = 0.2∆t and ζJ = 0.5, ζ = 0. Lumped
mass contribution.
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(a) Explicit v-ΣF -ΣJ PG formulation
(b) Explicit p-F -H-J PG formulation [1]
Figure 6: L-shaped Block: Results (i.e. Frobenius norm of velocity field)
obtained with an impulse traction boundary conditions (96) at two of its sides
using (a) Explicit entropy PG formulation (τ = ∆t, τv = 0.2∆t, ζJ = 0.5,
ζ = 0); and (b) Explicit conservation PG formulation (τ = ∆t, τp = 0.2∆t,
ζJ = 0.5, ζ = 0). This example is run with the polyconvex compressible neo-
Hookean constitutive model and material properties are such that Young’s
modulus E = 50046 Pa, density ρ0 = 1 Mg/m
3, α = µ
2
, β = 0, Poisson’s
ratio ν = 0.3 and αCFL = 0.3. Lumped mass contribution.
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Figure 7: L-shaped Block: Results (i.e. pressure contour plot) obtained with
an impulse traction boundary conditions (96) at two of its sides using explicit
compressible v-ΣF -ΣJ PG formulation. This example is run with the com-
pressible polyconvex neo-Hookean constitutive model and material properties
are such that Young’s modulus E = 50046Pa, density ρ0 = 1Mg/m
3, Pois-
son’s ratio ν = 0.3, αCFL = 0.3, α =
µ
2
and β = 0. Stabilising parameters:
τ = ∆t, τv = 0.2∆t and ζJ = 0.5, ζ = 0. Lumped mass contribution.
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Figure 8: Thick column configuration
unit block clamped at the bottom (traction-free conditions for the rest of
the boundaries) is subjected to a sinusoidal variation in initial velocity field
v0 =
[
0, 0, v0 sin
(
ΠX3
2L
)]T
(where v0 = 500 m/s) which is compatible with the
boundary. A nearly incompressible polyconvex Mooney-Rivlin constitutive
model is employed where the Young’s modulus E = 21 GPa, density ρ0 = 7
Mg/m3, Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.3 and material parameters ς = ξ = µ
2+3
√
3
. For
comparison purposes, an ample spectrum of alternative numerical strate-
gies, including explicit conservation-based PG, explicit entropy-based PG,
fractional step conservation-based PG and fractioal step entropy-based PG,
is employed in order to assess the interior pressure distribution. Figure 14
shows a sequence of deformed states for the interior of a tensile cube (a quar-
ter of the whole domain is removed for visualisation purposes) simulated
using explicit entropy-based v-ΣF -ΣH-ΣˆJ -p PG and explicit conservation-
based p-F -H-J PG. It can be clearly seen that these algorithms produce
similar deformation behaviours and eliminate the appearance of non-physical
mechanisms similar to hourglassing. The same problem is now assessed by
scaling up the value of Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.5. Observe that the fractional
step entropy- and conservation-based PG enhanced formulations can be used
without any difficulties within truly incompressible regime (see Figure 15).
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(a) Explicit entropy-based v-ΣF -ΣH -ΣˆJ -p PG formulation
(b) Explicit conservation-based p-F -H-J PG formulation
Figure 9: Bending Column: Sequence of deformed shapes (pressure con-
tour plot) using: (a) Explicit entropy-based v-ΣF -ΣH-ΣˆJ -p PG formulation
(τv = 0.05∆t,ζJ = 0.05 ); and (b) Explicit p-F -H-J PG conservation-based
formulation (τp = 0.05∆t ζJ = 0.5
µ
κ
). Results obtained with a linear varia-
tion in velocity field v0 = (V0X3/L, 0, 0)
T where V0 = 10 m/s and L = 6m.
The nearly incompressible polyconvex Mooney-Rivlin constitutive model is
used such that Young’s modulus E = 0.017 GPa, density ρ0 = 1.1 Mg/m
3,
ς = ξ = µ
2+3
√
3
, Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.45 and αCFL = 0.3. Discretisation of
2× 2× 12× 6 tetrahedral elements. Stabilising parameters: τ = ∆t, ζ = 0.
Lumped mass contribution.
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(a) Fractional step entropy-based PG formulation
(b) Fractional step conservation-based PG formulation
Figure 10: Bending Column: Sequence of deformed shapes (pressure con-
tour plot) using (a) Nonlinear entropy-based fractional step PG formulation
(τv = 0.05∆t); and (b) Nonlinear fractional step conservation-based PG for-
mulation (τp = 0.05∆t). Results obtained with a linear variation in velocity
field v0 = (V0X3/L, 0, 0)
T where V0 = 10 m/s and L = 6m. The nearly in-
compressible polyconvex Mooney-Rivlin constitutive model is used such that
Young’s modulus E = 0.017 GPa, density ρ0 = 1.1 Mg/m
3, ς = ξ = µ
2+3
√
3
,
Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.45 and αCFL = 0.3. Discretisation of 2 × 2 × 12 × 6
tetrahedral elements. Lumped mass contribution. Stabilising parameters:
τ = ∆t, ζJ = 0.05, ζ = 0.
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(a) Time history of horizontal displacement
(b) Time history of P22
Figure 11: Bending Column: Time history of (a) Horizontal displace-
ment at [1, 1, 6]; and (b) P22 at [1/3, 1/3, 3] simulated using four different
strategies, namely: Explicit entropy-based (τv = 0.05∆t, ζJ = 0.05), Frac-
tional step entropy-based (τv = 0.05∆t, ζJ = 0.15), Explicit conservation-
based (τp = 0.2∆t, ζJ = 0.5) and Fractional step conservation-based (τp
= 0.05∆t, ζJ = 0.15). Results obtained with a linear variation in velocity
field v0 = (V0X3/L, 0, 0)
T where V0 = 10 m/s and L = 6m. The nearly in-
compressible polyconvex Mooney-Rivlin constitutive model is used such that
Young’s modulus E = 0.017 GPa, density ρ0 = 1.1 Mg/m
3, ς = ξ = µ
2+3
√
3
,
Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.45 and αCFL = 0.3. Discretisation of 3 × 3 × 18 × 6
tetrahedral elements. Lumped mass contribution. Stabilising parameters:
τ = ∆t and ζ = 0.
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Figure 12: Bending Column: Mesh refinement analysis for three different
types of meshes (namely 2×2×12×6, 3×3×18×6 and 4×4×24×6) simulated
using explicit conservation-based formulation. Results obtained with a linear
variation in velocity field v0 = (V0X3/L, 0, 0)
T where V0 = 10 m/s and
L = 6m. The nearly incompressible polyconvex Mooney-Rivlin constitutive
model is used such that Young’s modulus E = 0.017 GPa, density ρ0 = 1.1
Mg/m3, ς = ξ = µ
2+3
√
3
, Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.45 and αCFL = 0.3. Lumped
mass contribution. Stabilising parameters: τ = ∆t, τp = 0.2∆t, ζJ = 0.5
and ζ = 0.
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(a) Fractional step entropy-based PG formulation
Figure 13: Bending Column: Sequence of deformed shapes (pressure contour
plot) using fractional step entropy-based PG. Results obtained with a linear
variation in velocity field v0 = (V0X3/L, 0, 0)
T where V0 = 10 m/s and
L = 6m. Incompressible polyconvex Mooney-Rivlin constitutive model is
used such that Young’s modulus E = 0.017 GPa, density ρ0 = 1.1 Mg/m
3,
ς = ξ = µ
2+3
√
3
, Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.5 and αCFL = 0.3. Discretisation of
2 × 2 × 12 × 6 tetrahedral elements. Stabilising parameters: τ = 0.5∆t,
τv = 0.2∆t, ζJ = 0.5, ζ = 0. Lumped mass contribution.
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(a) Explicit v-ΣF -ΣH -ΣˆJ -p PG formulation
(b) Explicit p-F -H-J PG formulation
Figure 14: Tensile Cube: A sequence of deformed shapes for the interior
of a tensile cube (pressure contour plot) using (a) Explicit v-ΣF -ΣH-ΣˆJ -p
PG formulation (τv = 0.1∆t); and (b) Explicit p-F -H-J PG formulation
(τp = 0.1∆t). Results obtained with a sinusoidal variation in initial velocity
field v0 =
[
0, 0, v0 sin
(
ΠX3
2L
)]T
where v0 = 500 m/s. A nearly incompress-
ible polyconvex neo-Hookean constitutive model is used such that Young’s
modulus E = 21 GPa, density ρ0 = 7 Mg/m
3, ς = µ
2
, ξ = 0, Poisson’s
ratio ν = 0.3 and αCFL = 0.3. Discretisation of 8 × 8 × 8 × 6 tetrahedral
elements. Stabilising parameters: τ = ∆t, ζJ = 0.5, ζ = 0.1. Lumped mass
contribution.
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(a) Fractional step entropy-based PG formulation
(b) Fractional step conservation-based PG formulation
Figure 15: Tensile Cube: A sequence of cross-sectional deformed shapes
(pressure contour plot) using (a) Fractional step entropy-based PG (τv =
0.1∆t); and (b) Fractional step conservation-based PG (τp = 0.1∆t). Re-
sults obtained with a sinusoidal variation in initial velocity field v0 =[
0, 0, v0 sin
(
ΠX3
2L
)]T
where v0 = 500 m/s. A fully Incompressible Mooney-
Rivlin constitutive model is used such that Young’s modulus E = 21 GPa,
density ρ0 = 7 Mg/m
3, ς = ξ = µ
2+3
√
3
, Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.5 and
αCFL = 0.3. Discretisation of 8 × 8 × 8 × 6 tetrahedral elements. Stabil-
ising parameters: τ = ∆t, ζJ = 0.5, ζ = 0.1. Lumped mass contribution.
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8.5. 3D Taylor impact bar
The classical benchmarking example [2] demonstrates the impact of a
cylindrical copper bar, of initial radius r0 = 0.0032 m and length L0 =
0.0324 m, against a rigid wall (see Figure 16). The bar is made of a fully
incompressible polyconvex Mooney-Rivlin constitutive model, by means of
Young’s modulus E = 117 GPa, density ρ0 = 8930 kg/m
3, Poisson’s ratio
ν = 0.5 and parameters ς = ξ = µ
2+3
√
3
, and is dropped with a constant
velocity V0 = 1000 m/s. The primary interest of this problem is to show the
importance of the incorporation of the parameter τv (70) into the pressure
evolution p˙ of the fractional-step PG entropy methodology. Observe that the
pressure resolution is clearly freed from non-physical pressure checkerboard
modes by introducing the velocity correction vst (70) (see Figure 17).
0V
= 03X
0L
0r
Figure 16: Classical benchmark impact bar configuration
8.6. 3D Twisting column
To assess the applicability and robustness of the stabilised entropy-based
PG mixed formulation in extreme nonlinear deformations, a twisting column
clamped on its bottom face (X3 = 0) is presented [1, 2, 20] (see Figure
18). This problem is particularly challenging as it involves a large number of
deformation modes. An initial sinusoidal rotational velocity field relative to
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(a) Spurious pressure modes
(b) Smooth pressure resolution
Figure 17: Classical Taylor impact bar: Sequence of deformed shapes (pres-
sure contour plot) using a nonlinear fractional-step PG formulation: (a)
τv = 0; and (b) τv = 0.2∆t. Results obtained with a constant initial velocity
V0 = 1000m/s. This example is run with the polyconvex fully incompress-
ible Mooney-Rivlin constitutive model and material properties are such that
Young’s modulus E = 117 GPa, density ρ0 = 8930 kg/m
3, ς = ξ = µ
2+3
√
3
,
Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.5 and αCFL = 0.3. Stabilising parameters: τ = ∆t,
ζJ = 0.5, ζ = 0.2. Lumped mass contribution.
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the origin is given by
v0(X) = ω ×X; ω =
[
0, 0,Ω sin
(
ΠX3
2L
)]T
(97)
where Ω = 100 rad/s. Its objective is to examine the effectiveness of both
the fractional step v-ΣF -ΣH-ΣˆJ -p PG entropy-based methodology and the
fractional-step p-F -H-J PG conservation-based formulation. This problem
is modelled by using a nearly incompressible polyconvex Mooney-Rivlin con-
stitutive model where Young’s modulus E = 0.017 GPa, material density
ρ0 = 1.1 Mg/m
3, material parameters ς = ξ = µ
2+3
√
3
and Poisson’s ratio
ν = 0.495.
For benchmarking purposes, we simulate the exact same problem using
two alternative implicit based techniques, namely the classical B-bar hexahe-
dral formulation [11] and the recently introduced [20] Hu-Washizu type seven
field {x,F ,H , J,ΣF ,ΣH ,ΣJ} mixed tetrahedral formulation [20]. The lat-
ter corresponds to the following selection of functional spaces for a tetra-
hedral mesh: continuous quadratic interpolation of the displacement field
(geometry) x, piecewise linear interpolation of the strain and stress fields
F , H , ΣF and ΣH , and piecewise constant interpolation of the Jacobian J
and its associated stress conjugate ΣJ
10. In addition, as shown in Reference
[14], a classical P1/P1 mixed Galerkin hexahedral formulation is presented
to emphasise the spurious modes appearing when no stabilisation technique
is employed.
From the time discretisation standpoint, a generalised-α method is em-
ployed [9] with a built-in numerical damping coefficient ρ∞ = 0.85 in order
to dissipate high frequency oscillations.
Both the fractional-step PG entropy- and the conservation-based imple-
mentation render very similar results (locking-free deformed shapes that are
freed from low-energy modes) to those of the implicit Hu-Washizu variational
multi-field formulation and the classical B-bar formulation with hexahedral
elements. As expected, it can be observed that the classical P1/P1 mixed
hexahedral formulation exhibits spurious hydrostatic oscillations (see Figure
21).
10This selection of functional spaces ensures the satisfaction of the Ladyzenskaya-
Babusˇka-Brezzi (LBB) constraint [10] and hence, removes the need to employ numerical
stabilisation.
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Figure 18: Highly nonlinear twisting column
9. Conclusions
In Part I of this series, Bonet et al. [1] introduced a new computational
framework for the analysis of large strain isothermal fast solid dynamics. This
Part II paper expands this formulation to the range of nearly incompressible
and truly incompressible materials in the context of polyconvexity [46]. The
consideration of an extended set of unknowns p-F -H-J and the use of poly-
convex energy functionals has enabled the definition of generalised convex
entropy functions and associated entropy fluxes, where two variants of the
same formulation have been presented, namely, conservation-based p-F -H-J
and entropy-based v-ΣF -ΣF -ΣJ . In addition, the adoption of polyconvex-
ity as a mathematical requirement [46, 47] guarantees both stability of the
scheme and the existence of real wave speeds.
It has been shown that both conservation-based and entropy-based for-
mulations overcome locking difficulties and non-physical hydrostatic fluctu-
ations, providing a good balance between accuracy and speed of computa-
tion. Moreover, both implementations provide practically identical results.
In terms of computational efficiency, an adapted Petrov-Galerkin fractional
step [2] methodology has been formulated when dealing with very large wave
speeds.
A comprehensive set of numerical examples has been presented, in or-
der to benchmark the results obtained against those of alternative numerical
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(a) HuWashizu type variational mixed formulation
(b) Classical B-bar hexahedral formulation
Figure 19: Twisting Column: Sequence of deformed shapes (pressure contour
plot) using (a) Implicit HuWashizu type variational mixed formulation; and
(b) Classical v-p formulation. Results obtained with a initial sinusoidal rota-
tional velocity Ω = 100 rad/s. A nearly incompressible polyconvex Mooney-
Rivlin constitutive model is used such that Young’s modulus E = 0.017
GPa, density ρ0 = 1.1 Mg/m
3, ς = ξ = µ
2+3
√
3
, Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.495 and
ρ∞ = 0.85.
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(a) Fractional step entropy-based PG formulation
(b) Fractional step conservation-based PG formulation
Figure 20: Twisting Column: Sequence of deformed shapes (pressure contour
plot) using (a) Fractional step entropy-based PG formulation (τv = 0.2∆t);
and (b) Fractional step conservation-based PG formulation (τp = 0.2∆t).
Results obtained with a initial sinusoidal rotational velocity Ω = 100 rad/s.
A nearly incompressible polyconvex Mooney-Rivlin constitutive model is
used such that Young’s modulus E = 0.017 GPa, density ρ0 = 1.1 Mg/m
3,
ς = ξ = µ
2+3
√
3
, Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.495 and CFL αCFL = 0.3. Stabilising
parameters: τ = ∆t, ζJ = 0.5, ζ = 0.2. Lumped mass contribution.
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(a) Classical P1/P1 mixed Galerkin without stabilisation
Figure 21: Twisting Column: Sequence of deformed shapes (pressure contour
plot) using classical P1/P1 mixed Galerkin without stabilisation. Results
obtained with a initial sinusoidal rotational velocity Ω = 100 rad/s. A nearly
incompressible polyconvex Mooney-Rivlin constitutive model is used such
that Young’s modulus E = 0.017 GPa, density ρ0 = 1.1 Mg/m
3, ς = ξ =
µ
2+3
√
3
, Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.495 and ρ∞ = 0.85.
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strategies, including implicit finite element based discretisations. Both veloci-
ties and stresses (volumetric and deviatoric) display the same (second order)
rate of convergence when using linear finite elements, usually preferred in
commercial codes.
The consideration of thermal and inelastic effects within the current com-
putational framework is the next step of our work.
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